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Passively investing in a FTSE 100 

tracker is one way to access the in-

 !"#$%&'(!"#%)* %!"+,(* $-* .#/#.(%.*

income. However, as an active in-

vestor I prefer to pick individual divi-

dend-paying stocks in an attempt to 

get a market-beating dividend yield 

today and market-beating dividend 

growth tomorrow.
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I'm going to look at a group of com-

panies that have raised their div-
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gle year since 2008. Within the FTSE 

All-Share there are about 50 such 

companies. That's too much for one 

article so I'll restrict the list to stocks 
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growers:

normalised earnings and dividends 

increasing in every single year since 

2008. The company also has very 

little debt and a post-tax return on 

B!C#"!7* (3C7$6(.* $-* !73$5"* 8D9E*

With a dividend growth rate of more 
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successful business.
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gests that the company has some 

problems, and that's true. TRG's 

52!,(*C,#B(*2!5*-!77(%*'6*!'$+"*ID9*

from its early-2015 high and this has 

coincided with increasingly negative 

announcements from the company. 

In response, a new Chairman and 

board have taken charge and insti-

gated a full review of the company's 

strategy. On the positive side the 

#%#"#!7*A%.#%)5* -,$3*"2(*,(/#(1*5+)-

gest that recent underperformance 

The Restaurant Group 
(LON:RTN) – FTSE 250 – 
Travel & Leisure

Share price: 385p

Dividend yield:*HEI9

10-year dividend growth 

rate:*FFE89

The Restaurant Group (which I'll call 

TRG) is the company behind popu-

lar themed restaurant brands such 

as Frankie & Benny's, Chiquito and 

Coast to Coast. These restaurants 

are located primarily in out of town 

leisure parks, although it has quite a 

few high street sites as well. The com-
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and railway concessions business.

TRG has grown incredibly consist-

ently in recent years, with revenues, 
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weak economic backdrop is not helpful, 

but many problems stem from Frankie 

& Benny's trying to move up market 

towards "authenticity" and away from 

"value". With our current weak econ-

omy most customers still prefer value. 

K2(* %(1* '$!,.* !,(* !""(3C"#%)* "$* AJ*

these issues, which is good to know 

because I'm a TRG shareholder. 

Sky (LON:SKY) – FTSE 100 – 
Media

Share price: 852p

Dividend yield:*@EL9

10-year dividend growth rate:*FDEM9

I think it would be hard to describe Sky 

as anything other than an extremely 

successful company. For a long time 

it was pretty much the monopoly sup-

plier of satellite TV in the UK, but in 

more recent years it has successfully 

transformed itself into one of Europe's 

leading entertainment and communi-

cations businesses.

Along with its progressive dividend, 

revenues and earnings have increased 

fairly steadily over the years. I say 

"fairly steadily" because in the last cou-

ple of years normalised earnings have 

taken a hit, largely thanks to a recent 

and very large acquisition. Personally 

I'm quite negative about large acquisi-

tions as I don't like the debts and dis-

ruption that often accompany them. 
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involved, but I think any disruption 

should be minimal.

Disruption should be minimal because 

the acquisition was of Sky Deutschland 

and Sky Italia. These are of course very 

closely related companies, in more 

ways than one (for a start, all three 

companies had the same major share-

holder, 21st Century Fox, recently spun 

out from News Corporation).

Thanks to this acquisition, Sky's debts 

are now extremely high relative to its 

2#5"$,#B*C$5"&"!J*C,$A"5E* K2$5(*C,$A"5*

have averaged about £1 billion in the 

last few years while post-acquisition 

debts stand close to £9 billion. That 

sort of debt ratio is way outside my 

comfort zone. For most companies, 

having debts nine-times larger than 

annual earnings is a disaster waiting 

to happen (a reasonable analogy is 

having a mortgage nine-times your 

household's total income). In this case 

though it might not be quite that bad. 
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next decade, which is something the 

acquisitions should help it to do, then 

I think it stands a good chance of being 

able to grow its way out from under 

those debts. Alternatively, if it can't do 

that then a rights issue could be a seri-

ous possibility when the next recession 

rolls around. 

Overall I like Sky but I'm not a share-

holder, although it is something I'm 

considering. 

Stagecoach Group 
(LON:SGC) – FTSE 250 – 
Travel & Leisure

Share price: 213p

Dividend yield:*IEH9

10-year dividend growth rate:*LEM9

As a provider of public bus and rail 

transport, Stagecoach is a relatively 

defensive business. This is, in part, why 

it's managed to grow its dividend so 

consistently over the years. Along with 

an impressive dividend growth rate of 

!73$5"* FD9* !* 6(!,4* #"5* ,(/(%+(5* !%.*

earnings have also increased steadily. 

However, normalised earnings growth 

has lagged some way behind both rev-

enue and dividend growth. The divi-

dend is covered well enough so that 

this situation can continue for quite a 

few more years, but it cannot continue 

forever. At some point, if the dividend 

continues to grow faster than earnings, 

the dividend will eventually exceed the 

company's earnings and that of course 

would be unsustainable.

Even if dividend growth does slow 

down I don't think that in itself would 

make this a bad investment. With its 

current dividend yield of more than 

I94* #%/(5"$,5* B$+7.* 5"#77* ,(B(#/(* !%*

excellent long-term return even with 

much slower dividend growth than 

the company has achieved in the past. 

There are, however, more acute prob-

lems than gently slowing growth.

My main worry with Stagecoach is its 

debt and pension obligations. In the 

7!5"*A/(*6(!,5*"2(*B$3C!%6*)(%(,!"(.*
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compared to borrowings of about 

£800m. The ratio between debt and 

!/(,!)(* C$5"&"!J* C,$A"5* #5* !73$5"* 5#J4*

which is more than I'm comfortable 

with, even for a defensive company 

like Stagecoach. Unlike Sky, which has 

just made two massive acquisitions 
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that can reasonably be expected to 

help the company to outgrow its debts, 

Stagecoach has no such escape plan. 

My worry is that a severe recession, or 

the loss of a major bus or rail franchise, 

would leave the company unable to 

pay the interest on those debts.

That's bad enough, but the company 

!75$* 2!5* !* /(,6* 7!,)(* .(A%(.* '(%(A"*

pension scheme. The Stagecoach Pen-

sion Scheme currently has pension li-

abilities of almost £1,400 million and 

!* C(%5#$%* .(AB#"* $-* 3$,(* "2!%* OFDD*

million. The ratio between pension li-

!'#7#"#(5* !%.* !/(,!)(* C$5"&"!J* C,$A"5*

is 10, which is more than I'm willing to 

accept. On top of that a whole year's 

1$,"2*$-*C,$A"5*1#77*C,$'!'76*%((.*"$*

be paid into the pension in order to re-

3$/(*"2!"*.(AB#"E*N-*"2!"*.$(5%>"*)(%(,-

ate a strain on the dividend I'll be very 

much surprised. And one more thing: 

pension fund liabilities have a nasty 

habit of growing. Stagecoach's pension 

7#!'#7#"#(5*2!/(*),$1%*'6*8I9*#%*"2(*7!5"*

A/(*6(!,5*!7$%(4*5$*#-*"2(*B$3C!%6*-!#75*

to grow its earnings it could eventu-

ally be eaten alive by its own pension 

scheme (or less poetically, it could 

have to raise cash via a rights issue to 

C!6*.$1%*"2(*.(AB#"?E

Overall I like Stagecoach and I think it's 

a good company, but the current size 

$-*#"5*A%!%B#!7*$'7#)!"#$%5*#5*3$,(*"2!%*

enough to stop me from investing.

British American Tobacco 
(LON:BATS) – FTSE 100 – 
Tobacco

Share price: 4,939p

Dividend yield:*@EF9

10-year dividend growth rate:*FDEF9

Cigarettes are not to everyone's taste, 

but the companies that produce them 

often make very good investments. 

British American Tobacco (BAT) is 

fairly typical in this regard, having paid 

a progressive dividend over many 

years, backed by consistently increas-

ing earnings. Although BAT does have 

a lot of debt in absolute terms (about 

£17 billion) its debts are only about 

-$+,&"#3(5*#"5*!/(,!)(*C$5"&"!J*C,$A"54*

which I don't think is excessive for a 

company operating in a sector as de-

fensive as Tobacco.

However, as with most companies this 

pleasant picture is not without some 

dark clouds. While dividend and earn-

ings growth has been impressive, rev-

enue growth has not. In fact revenues 

have been declining since 2011 and are 

lower today than they were in 2009. 

Earnings have been increasing thanks 

"$*1#.(%#%)* C,$A"*3!,)#%5* !%.* 52!,(*

buybacks, but neither of those factors 
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At some point BAT's revenue declines 

will have to come to an end, and pref-

erably (for shareholders) that will hap-

pen sooner rather than later.

One reason for declining revenues is 

a changing cultural attitude towards 

smoking in western markets, helped 

along by ever tightening regulation. In 

Australia, cigarette packaging is now 

standardised for all brands, with each 

packet being produced in a vile brown 

colour with extremely unpleasant pho-

tos placed in prominent positions. The 

risk for BAT is that this aversion to ciga-

rettes becomes widespread across the 
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world. The long-term answer seems to 

be in various forms of electronic smok-

ing, which are less dangerous for cus-

tomers and which have so far proven 

to be surprisingly popular (surprising 

to me at least).

Other than the potentially very long-

term switch to electronic smoking, I 

can't see any obvious threats looming 

for BAT. With its reasonable yield and 

good historic growth rate I remain a 

shareholder.

Capita (LON:CPI) – FTSE 100 
– Support Services

Share price: 990p

Dividend yield:*@E89

10-year dividend growth rate:*F8EI9

Capita is the UK's leader in business 

process management and professional 

support services. The company pro-

vides a vast array of mostly technol-

ogy-based services such as customer 

management, administration, IT, HR, 

regulatory compliance and many more, 

to both corporate and government cli-

ents. These services are typically pro-

vided through multi-year contracts, 

a feature which has helped Capita to 

produce steady dividend growth over 

many years.

As well as steady dividend growth the 

company has generated rapid revenue 

growth, but normalised earnings have 

not fared so well. They peaked in 2013 

and have been declining ever since, 

largely as a result of rapidly increasing 

amortisation (depreciation of intangi-

ble assets) and impairments of good-

will (reductions in the appraised value 

of intangible assets).

Amortisation has been growing rap-

idly because the company's intangible 

assets have been growing rapidly, and 

they in turn have been growing rapidly 

because the company has been mak-

ing a large number of relatively large 

acquisitions.

For me this is a problem. I have been 

burned in the past by companies that 

use acquisitions to grow, partly be-

cause a) acquisitions are often com-

plex, costly and risky to integrate; b) 

you can end up with a company whose 

constituent parts you know nothing 

about; and c) acquisitions can be dou-

bly risky when paid for with borrowed 

money.

In Capita's case the third point is a par-

ticular problem. The company's debts 

are now almost ten-times its average 

C$5"&"!J* C,$A"5* !%.* "2!">5*3$,(* "2!%*

double the amount I would be com-

fortable with. (Would you be comfort-

able with a mortgage ten-times your 

household's total income?) Although 

its interest payments are currently 

sustainable, a UK recession or rapid 

increase in interest rates (when the 

debts are rolled over) could prove to 

be a serious problem. It is primarily be-

cause of these acquisitions and debts 

that I don't expect to be a Capita share-

holder anytime soon.

A note of caution

Q$$<#%)*'!B<*!"* "2$5(*A/(*B$3C!%#(5*
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looking for stocks that combine a de-

cent dividend yield with consistently 

#% !"#$%&'(!"#%)*.#/#.(%.*),$1"2E*S$+*
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place, and when you do it is often (but 

%$"* !71!65?* '(B!+5(* "2(,(* !,(* 5#)%#A-

cant risks. Caution then, should always 

be your watchword.
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